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Call Sign: Lobo

USS Razorback Association Jan 2013
Hail Mary Passes
We’ve been sending this newslstter to several of the boat’s veterans—based on having found their email (a few USPO
addresses too), but we don’t know how many passes were completed! A few have joined the Association but many have
not. If not, please fill out/send the application on page 12, or tell us you’re not interested—this will save us a lot of time
and money. Call somebody listed on the next page if you need more info. Zero Bubble, shipmate! Editor, Ron Gorence
•If you received a hard copy of this Newsletter through the mail, but have access to the Internet, please send me an email with your
current email address— AND MENTION THAT IT’S A NEW ADDRESS. Printing and Postage is our biggest expense. In all
sincerity, it I consider it an honor to to print, collate, fold, staple, address, stamp and mail 20 copies of this issue—but like all
submariners, if there’s an easier way…. [Ed]

---------- Pride Runs Deep -------------

Postmaster: Please return undeliverable mail to:
Ron Gorence
2563 Roseview Place
San Diego, Ca 92105-4734

To:

In pink, RDG surrounded by
favorite friends. 2004 NLR
Dec. Rev # 16. Last edit: 1/14/13
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From the Forward Battery
We are planning our next
reunion Sept 2-9 in North Little
Rock, AR, home of the USS
Razorback (SS394). We invited
the USS Redfish (SS395) to join
us, and they have shown no
interest. We originally planned to
get together with the Ronquil and
Redfish in New London for
another three sisters reunion but
changed our plans at the last
business meeting in Norfolk last
September. The September
reunion will be Razorback only, it
will be a wonderful chance to get
together with shipmates and spend
time on the boat.
We also have a work party
planned for April 8-12, 2013 in
North Little Rock. Ron Sagaert is
leading this effort and the
objective of the work party is to
get Number 1 main engine
running once again. So far we
have a good group lined up with
most of the regulars returning.
There is still room for more of you
to attend. We came close to a
light off and got several puffs of
smoke last work party and expect
to overcome the few remaining
obstacles most of which are with
the fuel systems. Last work party
was my first, and it was a
rewarding experience. I
thoroughly recommend it. It is
great fun to spend a week on the
boat and relive the glory of
yesteryear. Anyone interested
contact Ron Sagaert. Where else
can you sleep in a cramped bunk,

eat SOS in the morning, bang
your head a few times and have a
few beers in the evening with the
old gang!!! The only other place
of course in at the Sept reunion why not do both.
We now have three cruise books
available digitally: WWII,
WESTPAC 1968-69 and
WESTPAC 1970. Many thanks to
Greg Stitz of AIMM for his fine
work making these books
available to all of us. See box
below.
On a sad note, we have lost
several former CO's. Glen R.
Sears and Whittier G. Davis were
my CO's and passed away since I
joined the Association. Last
month the last CO Joe Talbert
passed away too. His wife Emily
will bring part of his ashes to the
boat in April for a burial at sea
ceremony. Many of his old
friends will be attending including
some Admirals.
One last thought. Our
organization is only as good as the
number of former Razorback
sailors that join. We all need to
work at locating and encouraging
new members and of course
attending the reunions.

DUES ARE DUE THIS MONTH
SO PLEASE MAKE OUR
TREASURERS DAY!

U.S.S. Razorback
Association—Staff
President: Fred Reker:
111 Whittle Ct.
Murfreesboro, TN 37128
(615) 898-0669
fredreker56@gmail.com

Vice Pres.: Jim Morehouse
45 Howard Drive
Pensacola, FL 32503
(850) 477-4433
dbfsailor@yahoo.com

Chaplain:Ron Sagaert
2238 Old School Trl
Morganton, NC 28655
(828) 433-7851
rtsagaert@msn.com

Treasurer: Rick Pressly
1971 Secession Ave Ext
Abbeville, SC 29620
(864) 446-8561
rjpressly@wctel.net

Webmaster: Herschel Holtman
2914 S. Browning St
Amarillo, Tx 79103
(806) 316-9053
Hholtman@suddenlink.net

Editor: Ron Gorence (RonG)
2563 Roseview Place
San Diego, CA 92105
(619) 264-6995
mgorence@yahoo.com

By the way, Life membership is
$150, or only $50 if you’re 80 or
older. See RonG’s suggestions on
page 3 for alternatives.
Fred Reker, Capt (USNR-R)

Membership: Shane Foraker
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Remember the good old days when you could do something utterly
stupid, and
then laugh about it? NTINS:
You are not drunk if you can lie on the floor without holding on.

P.O. Box 131
La Luz, NM 88337
(575)437-0665
sforaker3@gmail.com
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but dream of the bling we could hang on our beloved lady
with that missing $5,000! (Or maybe just piston rings).
we’ve made some progress finding 517 RazuVets So….what's to be done? Well, if you've just forgotten, I'd
suggest you simply send Rick Pressly a check for $20-$60
who I have no way to contact. See blurb on page
10 for some details, and on page 12, are the first 100 names (depending on your conscience) and Rick will credit you
of our EP list. Much work yet to be done to honor our ship- with future dues if you're already paid up or, if you instruct
him to, he will do even more to ease your conscience by
mates!
•For our WWII Vets, see Honor Flight, following this blurb. crediting both last year's (if you missed paying) and this
year's dues.
H.F. is a great organization. The inaugural Honor Flight
If you've only been receiving Lobo for a year or so, chances
took place in May of 2005. Six small planes flew out of
Springfield, Ohio taking twelve World War II veterans on a are you've been picked up by a Lobo Hail-Mary-Pass and
visit to the memorial in Washington, DC. Started by a dedi- just haven't gotten around to joining up. Welcome Aboard!
cated doctor who gradually came to realize that many of his And… please send in the application on pg. 12 (Rick will
forward apps to me for my database). By the way, I'm
elderly patients were not only gracious and undemanding,
but were also war heroes—but they had never mentioned it missing the Date Of Birth and Spouses of 100 men,
addresses/phone numbers of 60, and even the qual boat data
until he asked if any of them had visited their Memorial in
of 201 men, so mail/email me the data on it anytime. (Why
D.C.; They said no, and the rest is history. I assume we
is that urgent? Many of the missing DOBs might be WWII
might have half a dozen WWII Vets (not sure because my
vets, but I have no way of knowing). Finally, if there's a
database is missing many DOB entries) who have not yet
visited the National memorials in D.C., and there will never financial problem, let me know in confidence, and I promise
the staff will never question your membership again (this
be a better opportunity.
•We will be holding elections this fall in N.L.R. Please give was agreed-to years ago).
•Before starting this issue, I read one statistician’s boast: he
some thought to what you could/would do (or a shipmate)
and step up (push him up) so we can just vote—vs. begging said they could state flatly, for instance, that Reggie Jackson
was a pathetically-lousy baseball player—and prove it by
for help again. Kids/Grandkids computer whizzes? Get
showing 6-8 clips of Reggie clumsily striking out at the
them offer help when you volunteer to help ‘herd cats’.
plate, or watching stupidly as a strike went by. He admitted
•Our Treasurer has asked me to remind members that dues
that he could easily be proven wrong, but, in his estimation,
are past due for 2013, so I've done some income
calculations for 2012 and 2013: Rick's current membership over half the group would never be dissuaded at a later date
by any contradictions, which kind of ties in with the the fact
rolls contain 136 active members: in 2012, 49 were lifethat most of today’s news absolutely blows my mind with
members, and only 21 members paid their dues; the
similar crap. So, shipmates, my sense of humor’s at low
balance: 66 delinquent members ($1,320 loss to our
treasury). For 2013, only 7 have paid, and there are now 48 tide—but I have tried. Thank God for good old Dex and
life-members, so over 81 men are now past due ($1,620). I whoever invented copy/paste!
• Anybody else contemplating both the Working Party in
‘Hail Mary’ Lobos to over 70 additional Razu Vets—
another $1,400 deficit to our treasury. Our guys have done a April and the reunion in September? V/R, RonG
great job handling our money over the years, but I can't help
Report: Our mailing is
Thru the TBT: •Progress
at 203—down 2 from last issue—

On the bright side : “My luck is so bad that if I bought a cemetery, people would stop dying.” - Rodney Dangerfield

Honor Flight
Honor Flight ‘s sole mission is to
honor America 's veterans for their
sacrifices. They transport our heroes to
Washington, D.C. to visit and reflect at
their memorials at no cost to the
veterans.
Honor Flight Network, which consists
of over 100 independent non-profit
"hubs" across America, is funded
separately by private donations from
individuals, foundations, associations,
business owners and corporations
wishing to thank our veterans for their
service to the United States and our
citizens. Top priority is given to senior

veterans – World War II survivors, and
other veterans who may be terminally ill.
Of all of the wars in recent memory, it
was World War II that truly threatened
our very existence as a nation—and as a
culturally diverse, free society. Now,
with a thousand World War II veterans
dying each day, our time to express our
thanks to these brave men and women is
running out.
Thank you again to all of our veterans
and a special thanks to our most Senior
WWII Veterans for their dedication and
commitment to protecting the freedoms
enjoyed by so many citizens of the
greatest nation on earth, The USA.

Please join us on your "Mission of
Honor."
Sincerely, David A. Smith, Chairman,
Honor Flight San Diego
Veterans:
Honor Flight recognizes your sacrifices
and achievements by flying you to
Washington, DC to see YOUR memorial
at no cost. In order for Honor Flight to
achieve this goal, guardians fly with the
veterans on every flight providing
assistance and helping veterans have a
safe, memorable and rewarding
experience. For what you and your
comrades have given to us, please
consider this a small token of
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appreciation from all of us at Honor
Flight.
Guardians:
Honor Flights would not be successful
without the generous support of our
guardians, who play a significant role on
every trip, ensuring that every veteran
has a safe and memorable experience.
Duties include, but are not limited to:
physically assisting the veterans at the
airport, during the flight, at the hotel and
at the memorials. Guardians contribute
($400) toward their own travel expenses.
Volunteer Application
Honor Flight would not be successful
without the dedicated help provided by
our volunteers, including office/clerical,
fundraising, and trip planning. Please
consider the wide range of opportunities,
as every little bit helps.

Other Facts:
1. This year there are 16,000 eligible
vets on the waiting list; for that reason,
spouses and widows are not eligible.
2. Guests need absolutely no cash
(unless they wish to buy souvenirs, etc)
3. Guardians are selected for their skill
and ability to take care of guests,; a son
or daughter is rarely accepted as a
guardian.
4. Priorities: first come, first served,
with priority given to WII vets (and all
vets with a terminal illness) are top
priority; 2nd priority is Korean and
Vietnam wars.
5. There are HF Hubs in most states, and
a Lone Eagles program for those too far
from a hub..

6. Southwest Airlines has donated
thousands of tickets, and is HF’s
official caarrier; many veteran groups
donate, but contributions are not
accepted from WWII veterans who have
not yet made an Honor Flight—they
have already given enough.
IMPORTANT NOTE:
Honorflight.com and Honorflights.com
are NOT associated with Honor Flight
Network, Inc. (honorflight.org). The
aforementioned sites are for companies
that charge a fee for flights to visit the
World War II Memorial. The flights and
tours that Honor Flight Network
provides World War II and terminally ill
veterans are absolutely FREE

Silent sub: Russian noiseless Borei class nuclear submarine (as we reduce our military capabilities)
Super-modern, powerful & almost noiseless Russian nuclear
submarine Vladimir Monomakh…third ship of the Borei
project…operational in 2013.
Length: 170 m Beam: 13.5 m Draught: 10 m Test depth:
450 m. Displacement: 14,720 tons surf. 24,000 tons subm..
Speed: 29 knots (54 km/h) Complement: 107 (55 officers).
Armament: 16-20 × Bulava SLBMs 6 × 533 mm torp tubes.
…new generation of nuclear reactor…safe to depth of 480
meters…three months in autonomous navigation…almost
silent…armed with new missile system…16 - 20 solid-fuel
ICBM Bulava (SS-NX-30 by NATO classification)…able to

overcome any prospective missile defense system….August
27, 2011…uccessful test of Bulava…maximum range …
launched... lew 9,300km in just 33 minutes, & then fell in the
specified area in the Pacific...Borei class…equipped w/ floating rescue chamber to fit in the whole crew.
…hoisting of the flag… igning of the acceptance act… Sevmash shipyard in Severodvinsk…December 30[2012]… a
fourth, more advanced submarine, the Knyaz Vladimir, with
enhanced technical characteristics & increased ammunition is
being built…Russia plans…10 Borei class submarines…
state armaments program of 2011-2020.

Politicians should wear uniforms,you know, like NASCAR drivers, so we could identify their corporate sponsors.

The Great Submarine Sailor Shortage
by James Dunnigan, strategypage.com 9/24/12 (advice to Wash D.C.?)

The British Royal Navy is the latest to admit that it is
unable to recruit and retain a sufficient number of
qualified sailors to man its submarines. Some smaller
nations, like Australia and South Africa have one or more
subs idle because there are literally no qualified sailors
available to operate them. Even the United States,
currently the nation with the largest submarine fleet, all of
them nuclear, has been battling the manning problem for
decades. The shortages keep getting worse.
During the Cold War Russia had the largest sub fleet,
most of them diesel-electric boats. These required crews
with less extensive training and could be manned with lots
of conscripts (especially if these boats did not go to sea a
lot). But since the end of the Cold War in 1991, no one
puts conscripts on submarine crews anymore.
Volunteers work much better, if only because it takes so
much training to acquire the needed skills. But there is

tremendous demand in the civilian economy for those
skilled submarine crewmen, especially those with
experience in running a nuclear power plant. Then
there's the discipline factor. Submarine sailors not only
have excellent technical skills but a proven track record
of disciplined performance All this, and the resulting
shortages, is a major reason more and more navies are
willing to allow women to join submarine crews.
[Well,OK James; if you say so! Silly me; I thought the recruiting problem came from a few little things like mandating gangway breathalyzers, or proving a female rat can be
safely dropped into a cage of sex-deprived males—all for
the purpose of replacing the love of noble tradition with
Politically-Correct fairness.
Your reasons are a little like raising your ceiling when
you notice the living room is flooding, or spending more
money to manage debt, or shutting the depth gauge’s gate
valve when plunging below test-depth. Actually, you are a
pretty sharp analyst, just out of your depth. RonG]
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USS Requin (SS-481)

I rode Requin. Today the wonderful
old gal sits out in the Ohio River at
Pittsburgh all dolled up looking one
helluva lot better than when I rode her.
They gave her a total battery
hysterectomy and ripped off her
screws... She's also a little light in the
rack (bunks) department. But, like the
gahdam stuffed owl you have perched
on your mantle, she looks the same.
Looking at her sitting in quiet water
securely fastened to a green riverbank...
Out to stud, so to speak... a floating
jungle gym for school kids. You only
have to close your eyes and it all comes
back.
It's '60 and the old girl is slicing
through the North Atlantic with a bone
in her teeth. It's nighttime,
phosphorescent water smashing
through the limber holes, sliding aft
through the superstructure then sliding
down over the tanktops and cascading
back into the sea, creating a million
twinkling stars passing the screw
guards. Cutlass (SS-478) was
somewhere up ahead. The lookouts
couldn't raise her light so she had to be
hull down over the horizon. Her voice
call was "Cabbage" and ours was
"Rocketwolf" (the trivial crap you
remember forty gahdam years later).
On the bridge: two lookouts and the
OOD. Night baking smells floating up
from the open conning tower hatch.
The only sound other than water
slapping at the limber holes and doing
its damnedest to pop our line locker
lids was a breeze making weird sounds
with the whip antenna.
"Cabbage, Cabbage this is
Rocketwolf...Rocketwolf ... do you
read me?"
"Rocketwolf, Cabbage we read you
two by two... Too loud and too often.
What'cha need Rocketwolf?"
" Halifax Radio says rain your
direction; seen any?"
"That's affirmative. Coming down like
a cow pissing on a flat rock."
"Flat rock, aye... Much obliged.
Rocketwolf out."
"Bridge, conn... We should be hitting
a low pressure front with heavy squalls
any minute now. You want us to send
up rain gear?"
"Conn, bridge... That's affirmative.
Have whoever is camped on the trim

by Bob 'Dex' Armstrong

manifold run us up some gear... And a
black and bitter, two blond and sweets
and a load of whatever the night baker
is pulling out of the oven."
"Very well."
The lieutenant turns toward the
lookouts... They've been a team for
damn near two years. A watch section...
Smallest bloodbrother fraternity on
earth. Born by COB assignment, but a
union consummated in ice and
saltwater.
"Hey, either of you guys want to slip
down into the sail and take a piss, catch
a quick smoke and screw up your night
vision?"
"You bet, sir!"
"Conn, bridge. Wake up whoever is
playing radarman down there... Have
him take a couple of sweeps around and
report anything in our area."
"Bridge, conn... Just the 'Cuteass'...
She hasn't changed course for two
hours."
"Any aircraft?"
"That's negative."
"Very well."
"OK gentleman, quick smoke and a
whiz... One at a time... No screwin'
around. The old man or exec come up,
get rid of the butt and the usual cover
story - Checking the running light
connection, thought it was flickering.
You know, the standard 'smoke 'n pee'
cover story."
It's O.K. to tell this stuff now. The
statute of limitations has run out on
screwin' off on lookout. At the time,
catching a smoke down next to the
snorkel diffuser required an oath
involving the future health of your
mother and the drinking of chicken
blood. The Navy frowned on less than
three men on the bridge...The old
multiple eyeball theory. We had junk
bolted to the bridge that could pick out
people in Scandinavia and tell the boys
from the girls, but John Paul Jones said
three man minimum. J.P. Jones was an
officer who obviously never understood
the raghats appreciation for a pee and a
Pall Mall. Capt. Jones was also surface
navy. Once, I saw a painting with Jones
standing on the deck of an old sailing
ship. He was up his knees in dead
bluejackets, 70% of his guns had been
dismounted, busted masts, collapsed
sails. tackle, rigging and aloft gear

littered the decks. What was left of his
gunnels were dished in and there was
blood all over the place... And here was
John Paul standing in the middle of this
painting looking like he had just stepped
out of a naval tailors, yelling, "I have
just BEGUN to fight!"
Remember the old saying, "Ten
percent never get the word"? Classic
example: Where in the hell were we?
Oh yes... Some clown would bring up
the foul-weather gear. Salvation Army
dumpsters and Pakistani P.O.W. s got
better issue than we carried in our foulweather gear locker. The gahdam rubber
boots were designed for some monster
with rhino feet. We had eight right
boots and two left boots. Didn't matter,
you could wear two rights, two lefts or
any combination thereof, it just didn't
matter. The gear was ripped and had
become rather gamey. In the winter, the
North Atlantic gets a tad chilly. To
survive, diesel boat sailors played the
"lets see how much gear I can laminate
my body with" game. Multiple layers of
foul weather pants can turn urination
into a never to be forgotten skill... A
real Olympic event when you add 14
degree rolls and the bow chopping. The
inside of our gear needed Dr. Scholl’s
odor eaters. Rumor had it that
somewhere in our gear locker there was
a dead mule no one could find.
Once the rain hit, all the fun went out
of being a lookout. Webster could use
the following example to illustrate
"miserable"; Being on lookout north of
Halifax, late January in heavy rain. Cold
and wet the basic ingredients of a long
night. But long nights are where lasting
friendships are forged. You don't
recognize that at eighteen or nineteen...
It hits you in your fifties when you
stand on the deck of your old boat
welded to the dock in Pittsburgh and
peer through recently acquired glasses
for some old sonuvabitch who shared
long nights, strong coffee and wet gear
with you many years ago. The fraternity
has no expiration date... We get older...
We get uglier , but we've left too many
beer glass rings on too many tables in
weird places to forget each other.
When your tour was over you'd turn
your binoculars over to the poor half
asleep sonuvabitch who relieved you,
and you turn over your visual contacts,

collect coffee cups and head below.
Our control room doubled as a
clubhouse for clowns. Senior petty
officers were rewarded by the gods of
underwater service by being given
watch assignments where you got to sit
in the control room on a padded locker
where it was warm and dry and you
could drink coffee and smoke while you
talked about something called "The
good old days where they rode wooden
submarines and plugged the leaks with
various body parts ripped off messcooks
and lookouts." We figured if bullshit
ever got to five cents a pound, we were
going to sell anything assigned to a
manifold watch.
"Hey sweetheart, how's the weather out
tonight?"
You and your watch mate are standing
there trying to light soggy cigarettes
dripping water all over the deck and
now Mr. Submarines wants to play Mr.
Comedian...
"Great Chief... Back in the old days
when me, Noah and all the animals went
to sea, this was a shower. Just think, if
we had just killed all of the monkeys,
there would be no gahdam Chief
Enginemen or machinist mates."
When you got tired of batting horse
manure fore and aft with the elderly set,
you would head into the crews mess and
draw a cup of whatever was passing for
hot coffee on that particular night. We
called it "Boiled Yugoslavian army
sock." You always could find something

that would pass for food in a third world
country, on a messdeck table. They
called the stuff midnight rations...
"Midrats"... Usually a couple of loaves
of fresh baked bread, some navy
mayonnaise, and cold cuts. Navy
mayonnaise healed itself. It came in an
unlabeled can... You zipped the lid out
of the can and damn near immediately, a
vulcanized scum formed on the top like
a self-sealing tractor tire. To get to the
damn spreadable mayonnaise, it was like
trying to punch your way through the
side of a weather balloon. Nobody ever
recognized what-in-the-hell the cold cuts
were made out of, or cared. Could have
been Cocker Spaniel for all we knew.
But it made a sandwich and no diesel
boat sailor passed for a gourmet. Once
you had wrapped yourself around a
couple of mid rat sandwiches, you
pulled a couple of cups outa the rack and
drew coffee for the oiler and throttleman
in the forward engine house. Then you
worked your way through the snoring
mob in the after battery.
The A.B. was like 25 bums living in a
refrigerator crate. When we got to the
engine room and handed out the coffee,
we pulled off our wet foul weather gear
and draped it over the Fairbanks engine
covers. All throttlmen had the straight
poop on everything. Never knew why—
Some kind of underground telegraph,
probably. We always figured the
engineman could hypnotize the yeoman,
or had an 8x10 glossy photo of the exec
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checking into a motel with a sheep.
Whatever it was, enginemen always
knew what was happening. After a
while, you returned to the after-battery
to look for an empty rack to turn in to,
and some sound sleeper whose blankets
you could steal.
I loved the boat. Great crew. Great
wardroom. Best damn cooks and our
corpsman, Master Chief Rohr was better
than anything you'd find at the Mayo
Clinic. I love kidding boat sailors. Aside
from marrying my bride and the birth of
my kids, the highpoint of my life came
on the morning Cdr. Ed Frothingham
pinned silver dolphins on my wet
dungaree shirt.
I hope I don't step on too many nuke
toes... Those of us who rode
conventional boats put up with a lot of
nuclear power tribal bullshit. We didn't
initiate it... Some idiot planted a seed
that going nuke was going first class...
Diesel boat sailors were inferior— less
than desirable folks. Jet pilots never
treated prop fliers like trash... Marines
who arrive by helicopter don't trash
fellow Marines who arrive by landing
boat. If a nuke boat sailed up my storm
sewer, I wouldn't walk across the street
to see it. I know it's wrong to feel like
that. Hell, I've always blamed
Rickover... He was in charge. He not
only condoned it, but pushed it. I've
never felt comfortable about that kind of
thinking.
Keep a zero bubble... Dex.

Did It Feel Warmer Today Going From the Limo’s A/C to your Mansion’s ?
Earth’s inner core—4000 miles
beneath our feet—is a roiling mass of
radioactive fission, 70% the size of our
moon, and the same 10,000° mean
temperature as our sun. Its heat and
pressure are constantly vented off and
replenished through the earth’s crust by
volcanoes and earthquakes as our
tectonic plates move.
Overhead, the sun’s nuclear fusion
constantly bombards our planet with
light and heat; the sun is 1,000 times the
size of the earth—but the duration of its
intensity is constantly changing because
of our axial rotation—placing half of
the globe in cold darkness each earthday, and—since that axis is tilted and
fixed in space—our revolution around
the sun causes the northern and southern
hemispheres to experience one summer

and winter each earth-year. Since long
before man walked earth’s habitable
surface, trapped between the sun’s fires
and an explosive core, our temperature
has been adjusted and controlled by an
atmosphere—in intimate communion
with all studied and unknown
dynamics—uniquely capable of creating
and maintaining life.
We’d known for twenty-five centuries,
by way of Chicken Little, that panic was
an inefficient response to fear of
turbulent skies; Shakespeare’s Horatio
elucidated, There are more things in
heaven and earth than are dreamt of in
your philosophy, and Galileo dreamt the
heresy of our sun at the center of our
universe. Voltaire, seeing that humans
could not resist the urge to fix the
unbroken, said: If God did not exist, it

would be necessary to invent him. The
fact of Climate Change is real; and it is
necessary, but if we’d possessed today’s
technologies during the Little Ice Age
during Shakespeare’s, Galileo’s and
Voltaire’s time, a Chicken Little could
have been very dangerous indeed.
Today, I believe, on the other hand we
are witnessing the greatest Ponzi scheme
in all of history, whose adherents are
bent on ‘inventing’ a new throne upon
which the inadequacy of Nature and God
can be ‘fixed’. With the religious fervor
and audacity of know-it-all adolescents,
they proposed to save the world. Their
‘Settled Science’ has engendered fear of
cataclysmic Global Warming, (Oops!
Climate Change) so successfully that the
USA has actually given its EPA legal
control of AIR (CO2, U.S. Energy, etc.),
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and an obscenely mandated tax called
Cap & Trade to finance the future
disparagement of Nature’s role, gilding
their throne, and ‘settling’ other arbitrary
findings, like the flaccid blade on their
hockey stick, or shoring up claims that
volcanoes are minor in comparison to
man’s influence.
Smell test: Mt. Pinatubo, (Philippines,
June, 1991): global temperatures down
1° C for 2 years. Krakatoa, (Indonesia
in 1883): a force 13,000 X Hiroshima’s
blast; temperatures down 1.2 degrees &
world-wide cool weather. Mt. Tambora,
(Indonesia, 1815): 1816—The Year
Without Summer; extended Little Ice
Age. Toba, super-eruption, Indonesia,
70,000 years ago: plunged the planet into
a 6-10 year volcanic winter; science says
reduced world population to as few as
1-10,000 breeding pairs of humans; a
bottleneck in human evolution;
catastrophic volcanic winter, & 1,000year cooling episode.
In addition, our often torrential
atmosphere keeps our temperature at
life-sustaining levels; it stirs, circulates,
mixes, and redistributes temperatures.
Dust and debris from horrendous
earthquakes and volcanoes is the
dominant source of the rich recycled
nutrients necessary to grow crops and
forests. When the winds rise, the air
cools, clouds form and it rains, when air

carries the scents that tell a beetle where
to go, a termite how to dig its
labyrinthine den, a newborn how to find
her mother’s breast. The shades of a
color and the notes of a melody are made
by changing patterns in the air.
Humans don’t know what they don’t
know, but we continue to put our trust
(& billion$/trillion$) into the IPCC &
UN to finance a new science,
Geoengineering, on the way to zeroemissions. Some frighteninglyboneheaded ideas: deploying a great fleet
of ships to spray a fine mist of seawater
into air, distributing ultra-fine particles,
such as sulfur, into the atmosphere,
fertilizing the oceans with iron,
All life on Earth shares the same lifemandating white streets, roads, roofs,
materials, recycled over and over. Each
deploying satellites with football-field
atom in our body has been circulating
sized reflective mirrors etc.
between plants and animals. Part of you CC cultists refer to people like me as a
‘denier, skeptic’ and ‘atheist.’ Perhaps, but
was part of a plant yesterday or last
God and Nature are synonymous in my
week. Your exhaled breath will soon
mind (I hope, not a deal breaker with
become part of a nearby tree. Some of
your molecules have flowed down every Him), and I’m not young/brave enough to
river that ever existed on earth, and some be atheist (more and more CYA as I get
older/closer to the inevitable) but, except
arrived recently from outer space.
for adolescents, I intensely dislike people
Air spreads the bacteria and fungi that
alone can return the dead to the soil, and who assume they are smarter than God
(and me) ….” [I stole much of the
air brings the pollens that sustain
previous two paragraphs from: Air, by
generations of trees and grass. In one
mood, air holds a plane or a hang glider WB Logan (An interesting and fun book;
aloft; in another, it drives a wisp of straw also, is his book Dirt)]RonG
straight through a telephone pole. Air
descends, it warms and deposits little
rain; In the Sahara and Gobi Deserts the
wind is descending; it is ascending in the
rainforests. Great plumes of dust arise
from the Sahara during a dust storm;
lighter particles settle in the Brazilian
rain forest. Twelve million tons of rich
nutrients per day give Amazonia’s poor
soils a dose of fertility.

Subvet Centenarian Birthdays
Thanks to Pat Householder (& Vinny McCrum for the idea) 1/7/2013

● Frank S Kimball of 406 Copper St, Salmon ID 83467 will be 102 on 8/5/2013. (Born 8/5/1911). A Hawkbill Base
member, He served from 1929 to 1957 and retired a CDR, having been a EMC(SS) prior. Frank qualified aboard the
S-33 in 1932 and also served aboard USS Saury (4 War Patrols) and USS Cod (7 War Patrols)
● Edward F Jones of 2305 Corn Valley Rd Apt 153, Grand Prairie, TX 75051 will be 100 in 2013. (Born on
1/27/1913), YN2(SS), 1942-1945 - served aboard USS S-13 (Qualified in 1944), USS S-11 and USS Plunger.
● Charley Tom Odom of Ben Atchley State Veteran's Home, 9910 Coward Mill Road, Knoxville, TN 37931 will be
100 in 2013. (Born on 4/8/1913) A member of the Smoky Mountain and Volunteer bases, Charlie served in the Navy
from 1934 to 1956 and qualified aboard USS S-1 in 1935, retiring as ENC(SS). Charley also served aboard USS Snapper, Sargo, Billfish, Sabalo and Bang. His WWII service was aboard Billfish and Sabalo.
Birthday cards are encouraged.

We have enough "youth". How about a fountain of "smart"?

So… what the #@*& could possibly go wrong?
December 29, 2012 was the 122nd Anniversary of Wounded Knee (Creek) in South Dakota: 297 people, in winter
camp, were murdered by federal agents and the 7th Cavalry who had come to confiscate their firearms "for their own
safety and protection". The slaughter began AFTER the majority of the Sioux had peacefully turned in their
firearms… two thirds (200) were women/children. Wounded Knee was among the first federally backed gun
confiscation attempts in United States history. Second Amendment … refers to the right of American citizens to be
armed for defense … should such tyranny rise in the United States.
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• A 2009 workplace shooting in Houston, Texas, was halted
“If new gun laws can save just one child ....”
by two coworkers who carried concealed handguns.
• A 1997 high school shooting in Pearl, Miss., was halted by
• A 2012 church shooting in Aurora, Colo., was stopped by a
the school's vice principal after he retrieved the Colt .45 he
member of the congregation carrying a gun.
kept in his truck.
• At the recent mall shooting in Portland, Or., the gunman
• A 1998 middle school shooting ended when a man living
next door heard gunfire and apprehended the shooter with his took his own life minutes after being confronted by a shopper
carrying a concealed weapon.
shotgun.
2,500 times last year alone legal gun owners stopped
• A 2002 terrorist attack at an Israeli school was quickly
violent crime when confronted with it long before any police
stopped by an armed teacher and a school guard.
assistance—removing rights from responsible people is
• A 2002 law school shooting in Grundy, Va., came to an
abrupt conclusion when students carrying firearms confronted exactly the opposite of protecting them;. Not turning our
‘boisterous’ young boys into drugged-up zombies for the past
the shooter.
• A 2007 mall shooting in Ogden, Utah, ended when an armed twenty years might also have saved a few children.
off-duty police officer intervened.
It is truly a triumph of rhetoric over reality when people can believe that going into politics is public service, but that producing
EM :
food, shelter, transportation, or medical care is not. —Thomas Sowell
AN'S PO
A WOM
Don't worry about avoiding temptation. As you grow older, it will
avoid you. Winston Churchill
:
EM
O
P
Remember
'S
AN
M
these ads? ...
A
Now, even little old ladies
just run away!
Somewhere
along the line,
somebody
changed my
tobacco.

Americans: Never Give Up Your Guns!
By Stanislav Mishin (published 27 December 2012 on a Russian blog)

‘ …Russia was one of the most heavily armed societies on
earth…under the Tsar… swords and spears to pistols, rifles
and shotguns everywhere... concealed…holstered…prominent
part of traditional costumes …criss-crossing on…Cossacks...
bullet holders for rifles.
Various armies…Poles…Napoleon…Germans…found that
holding Russian lands…harder than taking them…no easy
walk in the park but…holding…well-armed…Hell bent on
exterminating…the aggressor…well-armed population …
allowed…White factions to rise up…in 1918…savage civil
war against the Reds…armed peasants, villagers, farmers and
merchants, protecting their own.
If…not for Washington's clandestine support of…Reds, history would…differently. Moscow fell…not from a lack of
weapons…but…guile of the Reds. 10,000 Reds took
Moscow…opposed…few hundreds of officer cadets …
instructors…in the city alone. 30,000 military officers
…with…weapons and ammunition, plus tens of thousands
…citizens…Soviets promised to leave them all alone if they
did not intervene. They did not…asked afterwards to…
register…their weapons…were promptly shot…Reds

learned…to disarm … population…mass repression … arrests
…deportations…murder…starvation... a safe game for the
powers…worst they had to fear…pitchfork … the Soviet Union now dead 21 years…still denied…traditional rights to
self-defence. Why? We are told…everyone…shooting each
other…crime…everywhere....but criminals…still armed and
still murdering…often…criminals wear the uniforms of the
police.…local authorities…do not…need to act…for the
people…do as they please—a tyrannical class…nothing to
fear from…unarmed population…breeds…absolute
contempt…criminal abuse.
…US 2nd Amendment…rare light in…darkening room.
Governments…the excuse…protect the people from maniacs
and crime, but…the bureaucrats protecting their power and
position. In all cases where guns are banned, gun crime
continues…increases. As for maniacs, be it nuts with cars
(NYC, Chapel Hill NC), swords (Japan), knives (China) or
home-made bombs (everywhere), insane people strike…acid
(Pakistan, UK)…fire bombs (France)…the best way to stop a
maniac…not psychology… jail…talking …it is a bullet in the
head…they are a maniac…incapable of living in reality
…stopping themselves.
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… that people will…shooting each other is…silly… politicians saying…never be…it is…total power over the people
…a lot of…bad mouth the Tsar…the Communists…claim
he was a tyrant…but under him we were armed…under the
progressives disarmed. Do not be fooled…that progressives,
leftists hate guns…they do not…they hate guns in the hands

…not marching in lock step…They hate guns…of those
who think for themselves…not obey without question…hate
guns in those…slated for a barrel to the back of the ear.
So, do not fall for the false promises; do not extinguish the
light that is left to allow humanity a measure of self-respect.

"Clearly, a civilization that feels guilty for everything it is and does will lack the energy and conviction to defend itself." Jean-Francois Revel [French author of Marx or Jesus 1970]
Mail Bag:
• It is with great sadness that I notify you of the passing of Clifford Terry Lyle. Terry, an Associate member, is the brother of
Roger Lyle, a Razorback sailor. Terry has been to the Razorback with Roger and other Razorback sailors during the April work
weeks. D July 17, 2012
• Ozzie and Patrick and I had a call last week and discussed reunion plans… a low turnout for Norfolk (11 members); and
…getting a lot of pressure … next reunion back at the boat …in 2013…I polled the 7 officers … unanimous … return to the
Razorback … overwhelmingly approve change … do not want to leave you blindsided … letting you know now … very likely
… not be able to join you in NL…hope this warning is early enough … adjust your plans . Sorry for the disruption, Fred Reker
• Ron - we also have some associate members who pay, but aren't on your list: Bob Christians and Jeff Boland and Stacy Lewis.
Not sure of current status - Rick will have to answer that.Also need to keep Mike Marmon on list as well as Jim Morehouse.
Not sure of current status of Donovan Palm. Also on your list: Cecil McKnight passed away in 2008 Shane
• Ron- Been meaning to dig out the article re John Walker that you wrote in the American Submariner in 2007… pleased to
know that Walker no longer in Florence, Co. … now in the U.S. Medical Center for Federal Prisoners, Springfield, MO. … you
may be pleased is … I am assuming John-boy …probably … some con's 'Boy' while in the joint) … severe medical problem…
hopefully terminal… If you want to write … tell him how much you miss him … get the address from the Fed's …
http://bop.gov/ … though I never knew Walker, my distain for him matches yours.… fairly close U.S.N. career paths… same
age, Radiomen, Submariners, CWOs, RPS/CMS Custodians, etc., and all security clearances .. with those jobs. … He sold his
country out… I didn't… I was the Ops-Chief at NavCommSta (Yokosuka) when N .K. took Pueblo, so I was a little close to
that incident. What a cluster-f#$% that was. Take care Shipmates. Bob Gerle [Not a 394 vet]
•Fm: RonG To: Pork Chops/Spider: Going to Norfolk .. .partially because I remember all those years after retirement when I
was thinking I was the only dolphin-wearing, gray-haired, old fart left in the world. In fact, without USSVI, I probably
wouldn't have known Razorback was coming home, or that you guys were still around and could still hold up a beer glass. Of
course I prefer Little Rock, and you two are always the main event, but still, I always feel excited in entering a new port. Hell, I
remember blowing a $20 bill in Adak; now THAT was throwing away money!•7/16 Believe this is the first LOBO that I have
seen. Thanks… reunion in LR sounds…good… try to make that. Bob Chasse
• Ron you might want to know that the new “highly-inflammable’ uniforms also have very strict guidelines for accessories:
“Optional NWU TYPE II/III Components include 1 ¾" wide coyote brown one piece adjustable Nylon webbing riggers belt with
forged steel buckle, D-ring and hook and loop fastener, smooth black leather boots, brown or green boot socks, earmuffs (with
outer garments only), earrings (god ball for female E7 and above and silver ball for female E6 and below), black leather
gloves, matching print inclement cold weather pants and Navy approved hard hats.” WWW.NAVFAC.NAVY.MIL/NWU Anon.
[Couple of questions: What if I don’t have pierced ears? Are rigger’s belt and hard hat required in Crew’s Mess during chowdown? Do snipes have to wear earmuffs on watch (I’m assuming it’s still hot wherever the ship’s power comes from)? The
riggers belt makes perfect sense, since one needs a way to carry a fire-extinguisher; of course matching prints and smooth boots
are no-brainers. RonG]
•International Submariners Association : My name is Bill (Butterbean) Dixon. I have the opportunity and pleasure to serve on
the membership committee for ISA-USA group. ISA-USA has the same challenge as does USSVI, in that Submarine Veterans
simply do not realize that we exist. DBF, Butterbean TM2SS (For information: goldbow@att.net Use the subject line: ISAUSA INFO; Membership: $25, Life: $100. 2012 Convention was in Ukrane, 2013 Italy, and 2014, Greece
Can you speak Skimmer? Read this aloud: “The Boatswain went to the forecastle
for his cash cache hidden under the gunwale.”

What is this shipmates? I
found it on my hard drive,
but the memory’s blank.
Put a helm wheel on it,
and I might chip in a few
bucks to get patches made.

She went to visit her son/daughter-in -law, and asked if she
could borrow a newspaper. “This is the 21st century, mom.
We don't waste money on newspapers,” her son said, “Here,
you can borrow my iPad” …dang fly never knew what hit it...
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It may be unrelated, but I spent most of my submarine years in Conn or on the bridge; most of you can remember the
time when a snipe bragged, in the crew’s mess, that he’d spotted a contact from the bridge waay before the OOD and
lookouts. It hit me—before I even said “WOW” about this ‘scope—that I really, really miss that experience.

Scoping Out the New Technologies: I can’t
remember who sent in the picture on the lower-left,
demonstrating just how far a submariner would go to
catch a little sun. The latest way of looking at the
world [RIGHT] is an absolutely brilliant use of
technology, but one can’t help but feel nostalgic for
the day when an ass-chewing sufficed for our little
outside-the-box shenanigans—vs. the current use of
a CYA service record entry.

The Photonics Mast (PM) Subsystem is the Imaging system [ABOVE]
for New Attack Submarines (VIRGINIA Class). PM provides
visible/infrared (IR) imaging, image processing/enhancement, Electronic Warfare Support Measures (ESM) & RF comm. capabilities …
shock hardening, latest stealth tech. & non-penetrating mast [LEFT] which telescopes like car antenna: does not require Control Room (Attack
Center, etc.) to be directly beneath—cabling can
place TV monitors anywhere on the ship] VIRGINIA Class sail configuration houses two PM
sensors.… Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS)
components facilitate state-of-the-art technology introduction throughout the life of the class… avoids obsolescence.

The original point and click interface was a Smith & Wesson.
[Ed note: Of 1,094 known Razorback veterans, we send Lobo to 206. On Eternal Patrol there are another 255, and 633 are still
out of contact. A Quote of myself from the MAILBAG: … all those years after retirement when I was thinking I was the only
dolphin-wearing, gray-haired, old fart left in the world… emphasizes, at least to me, just how urgent this problem is. I've started a new list of them below (the first 100 names) and will cycle ~100 through more each issue over, and over, until the last 5-6
men— those who just don’t like us—remain. Read it over and send us what clues you can. (I just noticed my first skipper, AG
Beutler, on the list—misspelled? I’ll check that out). Additionally, on page 12, there are first 100 names of our Eternal Patrol
list, which unfortunately, is probably our most accurate—but it would certainly make my day to remove somebody!]

Razorback Incomplete-Data list:
#1 (1/13) list of Shipmates who have no address, phone number or known obituaries: Amantillo to Crawford
Future Lobos will include Lobo #2, 3 etc, listing the next ~100 men, and we hope to have gone thru all 522 men by the
end of 2013, when we plan to re-start with ‘A’ with a much-reduced total. Please continue to contact our staff with
clues (without help we will soon only have obits to search, because the clock keeps ticking).
Amantillo F.
Bantigue P.
Blue R.
Bruno W.
Carter H.
Cole T.
Amargo I.
Barker M.
Bocovich F.
Bryant E.
Carter W.
Colliday J.
Anderson A.
Bates E.
Bonilla E.
Bryant G.
Caruso C.
Collier, Jr. E.
Anderson D.
Beasley M.
Bortz J.
Buetler A.
Cary C.
Combs E.
Anderson D.
Beckdol R.
Bowden E.
Bullard J.
Case J.
Conklin J.
Andujo V.
Beech H.
Boya, Jr. R.
Burkhead J.
Castiglia G.
Conley R.
Apling F.
Belaka J.
Branton, Jr. R.
Burnham S.
Celebrado F.
Connelly W.
Aquino J.
Bennett L.
Brelje M.
Burr C.
Chace L.
Copas R.
Ashley R.
Berkey R.
Brennan K.
Burt R.
Chapman R.
Corbeil R.
Ashpole J.
Bettencourt E.
Brick E.
Byars R.
Clark E.
Cordova .
Atherton K.
Betts J.
Brink E.
Caldwell R.
Clark R.
Corton C.
Auer J.
Biberdorf C.
Brothers F.
Canales, Jr. L.
Clarke W.
Costa L.
Bailey J.
Biery Jr. J.
Brown C.
Cantrel J.
Clevenger G.
Cothren J.
Bajema P.
Biggart S.
Brown E.
Carnes J.
Clever J.
Cowans L.
Baldwin R.
Biglette C.
Brown T.
Carney P.
Cobb W.
Coy M.
Bale D.
Bishop, Jr A.
Brunelle W.
Carr J.
Coffey J.
Craig J.
Banker R.
Black R.
Brunner J.
Carroll W.
Coffman J.
Crawford J.
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After careful consideration (and Before Sequestration Cuts…)
U.S. Navy Rethinks The Silent Service July 6, 2012
The U.S. Navy is rethinking how it
will use its submarines in a future Pacific War. The problem is that a campaign
against Chinese shipping is unlikely, in
part because of what actually happened
during the last great anti-shipping campaign, which occurred during World
War II (1939-45). After the war, the
U.S. analyzed its operations against Japanese shipping and found that submarines were important but not the only
weapon effective against shipping.
Some 8.9 million tons of Japanese shipping was sunk or so seriously damaged
(disabled) at the end of the war. Submarines accounted for 54.7 percent of this.
But 16.3 percent was attributable to carrier-based aircraft, 14.5 percent to landbased planes, and 9.3 percent to mines
(most dropped by B-29s). Less than one
percent was due to surface gunfire and
the balance of 4 percent was caused by
accidents.
Because of their ability to operate in
enemy-controlled (mainly by landbased aircraft) waters, submarines accounted for about 60 percent of the
damage until the final months of the
war. Then, during late 1944, carrier task
forces went deep into enemy controlled
areas, defending themselves against
land-based warplanes and sinking a
large numbers of ships. After April,
1945, Japanese shipping was restricted
to the Korean and Manchurian runs and
to shallow coastal waters. At this point
the naval mines dropped by B-29s in
Japanese harbors and inland waterways
accounted for 50 percent of all ships
sunk or damaged. That was then, but
sixty years later the United States is
able to monitor large ocean areas and
has aircraft that are able to hit anything
that's spotted.
Meanwhile, the U.S. has adopted a
new approach to any potential war with
China. The U.S. Department of Defense
has been told that, for the foreseeable
future, there will be no more large-scale
land campaigns. The air force, navy,
and marines responded with a plan (AirSea Battle) that has been in the work for
years. The new strategy is designed to
cope with the rising power of China in
the Pacific. AirSea Battle involves tighter planning and coordination of navy,

marine, and navy forces, plus the development of some new weapons and tactics
and cooperation with allies.
AirSea Battle has been widely accepted, as China continues to make all its
neighbors nervous. That's because the
Chinese name for China translates as
"middle kingdom" as in "China is the
middle of the world." The Chinese government, a communist dictatorship by
any other name, is using nationalism to
keep its pro-democracy opposition off
balance. China has border disputes, expressed or implied, with all its neighbors.
This has made the neighbors uneasy, especially as Chinese military forces have
been modernized and more aggressive
over the last decade.
While Air-Sea Battle was developed to
keep the United States out of extensive
land combat (the navy still has commandos and marines for brief operations
ashore), those kinds of wars tend to show
up when you least expect, want, or are
prepared for them. For the moment, U.S.
military planners believe they can avoid
a large land war.
The U.S. Navy has been studying (and
wargaming) the situation, and that included an examination of American submarine use since World War II. After the
1960s, the U.S. shifted to using only nuclear propelled submarines. During the
Cold War (1948-91) American subs were
meant for use in defeating the growing
Soviet (Russian) fleet. That force disappeared in the 1990s. At that point the
Chinese fleet got larger and modernized
but is still nowhere near the size of the
Soviet Navy. But this time the U.S. was
facing a major trading nation. Unlike
Russia, which was largely self-sufficient
(or could get what it needed overland
from neighbors), China requires thousands of ships a year to handle exports
and imports. Like Japan during World
War II, China is vulnerable here.
AirSea battle concentrates on military
operations. But these will be heavily influenced by economic factors. For example, during World War II the United
States was a largely self-sufficient "continental power." We exported much
(more than any other nation on the planet), but did not have to import much.
That has changed. Now the U.S. has to
import a lot of its oil, special raw materials (like "rare earths" from China), and a

lot of manufactured goods. The U.S. is
now like much of the rest of the world,
China included. If there were a maritime
blockade of China, the U.S. and many
other Chinese trading partners would
suffer severe economic disruptions.
There would be massive unemployment
for all concerned and that would happen
despite energetic efforts by everyone to
find alternative sources to goods no longer available because of the disruption of
the China trade.
Then there is the risk of nuclear war.
Since the first nuclear weapons were
used in 1945, there has been the longest
period of peace between major powers in
human history. These days a "major
power" is one that has nuclear weapons
and can deliver them against other nuclear armed nations. Thus any maritime
blockade of China will be a very risky
undertaking. That said, it can be done
without submarines. Simply order the
Western maritime insurance companies
to withdraw insurance for ships or cargoes entering or leaving China. That will
have immediate effect. China can scramble to try and replace the insurance covering, but along with the "insurance
bomb" comes the U.S. declaration that
the coastal waters of China are now under blockade and any ship ignoring that
is subject to attack. It goes downhill from
there, until compromise and moderation
replace the war fever.
Meanwhile, the nuclear submarine
community has done the math and found
that their greatest contribution these days
is not attacking enemy warships but land
bombardment with cruise missiles and
intelligence collecting. Since the first
nuclear subs showed up in the 1950s,
only one, a British boat, has used a torpedo to sink a hostile warship. But hundreds of cruise missiles have been
launched at land targets and uncounted
(because they are highly classified) intelligence missions have been, and continue
to be, carried out. All that is the recent
past for subs and is likely to be the future
as well. World War II in the Pacific is
not likely to be rerun. The U.S. Navy
still expects its subs to go after enemy
warships and its surface and air forces to
battle enemy subs. But a major war on
shipping is much less likely.
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* 7/20/2012 ENCS(SS) Joseph Mehalick, 91, of Groton, Ct., Member of WWII Subvets, USSVI, Razorback Assn.
* 9/14/2012 - Capt. Arthur L. Battson, Jr. of San Diego. WWII on Gar, youngest sub CO (as Lt.): skipper of
Hammerhead in 1952, and later CO of Tilefish and Volador.
* 11/30/12 Capt. Joseph T. Talbert, of Parkinson’s in Coronado. He served his country on 7 boats including sister-ship
Redfish and as the last U.S. Skipper of Razorback; he and his gracious wife were well-loved Association members.

Our Razorback Shipmates on Eternal Patrol: Acoin, E. to Hayes, C.]
Aucoin E.
Adams L.
Ade E.
Alcala I.
Alexander J.
Anderson L.
Anderson W.
Arts R.
Atkins L.
Atkinson A.
Atkinson G.
Atwood H.
Aubrey J.

Aucoin E.
Babauta S.
Ballard H.
Barkley H.
Barnes C.
Batchelder
C.
Battson A.
Bauman B.
Bell J.
Benites R.
Benson R.
Bergeron E.

Blackson J.
Blain C.
Block J.
Bly D.
Blythe Jr C.
Bohreer J.
Bonds J.
Bontier A.
Boose W.
Borny W.
Bowen R.
Bowers H.
Boyanton E.

Bracey G.
Bradley F.
Brown D.
Brown K.
Bryant M.
Bundy F.
Campbell F.
Carlson E.
Carothers C.
Carroll R.
Carson K.
Carter W.
Casson J.

Cepress W.
Chaitin N.
Chidester J.
Clifford J.
Coffman A.
Cole W.
Curry C.
Davis W.
Day A.
Dejourdan J.
Denihan R.
Dewald S.
DiBari J.

Dibsie A.
Dickens C.
Dickey J.
Dorsey E.
Dwinell B.
Dwyer J.
Echols J.
Ellis J.
Emery R.
Fedor R.
Feeley E.
Flaherty J.
Flint B.

Fort H.
Freeman J.
Fudge R.
Garrett C.
Gentile A.
Germaine A.
Germershau
sen J.
Gerow H.
Gerrard V.
Gibson C.
Gibson E.
Gibson G.

Glennon P.
Goers J.
Graff H.
Gray C.
Gural W.
Haegen J.
Hagood A.
Haines J.
Hancock L.
Hansen L.
Hartey T.
Hawkins J.
Hayes C.

Razorback Association Membership: The Association charges an annual fee to covers costs of the
quarterly newsletter and operational expenses. To join, fill out this application and send itwith your $20.00
check payable to the USS Razorback Association. Dues are payable by December 31st for the following
year. Mail to: Rick Pressly,1971 Secession Ave Ext, Abbeville, SC 29620.
Name:________________________________________________Spouse:__________________________
Address:_____________________________________________________________
Dates on Razorback:_______________ to _______________ Highest Rank/Rate on Razorback:_________
Home Phone:____________________________________________ Cell Phone:_____________________
eMail Address: ________________________________________Date of Birth:______________________
Associate Membership: If not a Razorback vet, please describe your relationship to the organization.
Did You Know?A New Zealand author [Secrets & Treasures] Ray Waru discovered …“Project Seal,”… uncovered evidence that the United States perfected a “tsunami bomb” that can flood whole coastal cities decades ago…blasts from a series
… can create waves … 33 feet high… wipe out small towns or villages along the coast. The U.S… partnership with NZ—
perfected the bomb during WWII testing … off the coast of NZ throughout 1944…U.S. ultimately dropped the nuclear
bomb, rather than the tsunami bomb, on Japan …Tsunami Bomb later became the name of a short-lived California punk band
in the late ’90s & early 2000s. Laura Gottesdiener is a freelance journalist & activist in New York City.

Footnotes:
Bravo Zulu: =“Well Done!”
NTINS: “Now This Is No Sh*t,” as opposed to Fairy Tales which begin with, “Once upon a time….”
TBT - Target Bearing Tracker (on the Bridge)
UQC: An underwater telephone (AKA Gertrude). 394’s voice call sign was Lobo; her radio//visual call was NKNX =
Continued:
The End:

